We discuss the impact of the separation of logic engines (independent logic processing units) and multi-threading on the design of coordination mechanisms for a Prolog based agent infrastructure. We advocate a combination of coroutining constructs with focus on expressiveness and a simplified, multi-threading API that ensures optimal use available parallelism. In this context, native multi-threading is made available to the application programmer as a set of high-level primitives with a declarative flavor while cooperative constructs provide efficient and predictable coordination mechanisms. As illustrations of our techniques, a parallel fold operation as well as cooperative implementations of Linda blackboards and publish/subscribe are described.
Introduction
Multi-threading has been adopted in today's Prolog implementations as it became widely available in implementation languages like C or Java.
An advantage of multi-threading over more declarative concurrency models like various AND-parallel and OR-parallel execution schemes, is that it maps to the underlying hardware directly: on typical multi-core machines threads and processes are mapped to distinct CPUs 1 . Another advantage is that a procedural multi-threading API can tightly control thread creation and thread reuse.
On the other hand, the explicit use of a procedural multi-threading API breaks the declarative simplicity of the execution model of logic based languages. At the same time it opens a Pandora's box of timing and execution order dependencies, resulting in performance overheads for various runtime structures that need to be synchronized. It also elevates risks of software failure due to programmer errors given the mismatch between assumptions about behavior expected to follow the declarative semantics of the core language and the requirements of a procedural multi-threading API.
In this paper we will describe how efficient and flexible agent coordination is facilitated by a design emphasizing the decoupling of the multi-threading API and the logic engine operations and encapsulation of multi-threading in a set of high-level primitives with a declarative flavor.
In this process, we use threads encapsulated as high level programming language constructs with focus on performance benefits, and we are resorting to determinacy, through lightweight, cooperative sequential constructs, to express coordination patterns.
We have implemented the API in the context of an experimental, Java-based Prolog system, Lean-Prolog 2 .
LeanProlog is based on a reimplementation of BinProlog's virtual machine, the BinWAM. It succeeds our Jinni Prolog implementation that has been used in various applications [1] [2] [3] [4] as an intelligent agent infrastructure, by taking advantage of Prolog's knowledge processing capabilities in combination with a simple and easily extensible runtime kernel supporting a flexible reflexion mechanism. Naturally, this has suggested to investigate whether some basic agent-oriented language design ideas can be used for a refactoring of Prolog's interoperation with the external world, including interaction with other instances of the Prolog processor itself.
Agent programming constructs have influenced design patterns at "macro level", ranging from interactive Web services to mixed initiative computer human interaction. From the very beginning, Performatives in Agent communication languages [5, 6] have made these constructs reflect explicitly the intentionality, as well as the negotiation process involved in agent interactions. At the same time, it has been a long tradition of logic programming languages [7] to use multiple logic engines for supporting concurrent execution.
In this context we have centered our implementation around logic engine constructs providing an API that supports reentrant instances of the language processor. This has naturally led to a view of logic engines as instances of a generalized family of iterators called Fluents [8] , that have allowed the separation of the first-class language interpreters from the multi-threading mechanism, while providing a very concise source-level reconstruction of Prolog's built-ins. Later we have extended the original Fluents with a few new operations [9] supporting bi-directional, mixed-initiative exchanges between engines, bringing them closer to an agent-oriented view as autonomous logic processors.
The resulting language constructs, that we have called Interactors, express control, metaprogramming and interoperation with stateful objects and external services.
On the other hand, our multi-threading layer has been designed to be independent of the interactor API. This allows assumptions of determinacy when working with multiple engines (and other sequential interactors) within a thread.
The multi-threading API integrates thread-construction with interactors called Hubs that provide synchronization between multiple consumers and producers. It supports high-level performance-centered concurrency patterns while removing the possibility of programming errors involving explicit synchronization.
The guiding architectural principle we based our design on, can be stated concisely as follows: separate concurrency for performance from concurrency for expressiveness. Arguably, it is a good fit with the general idea behind declarative programming languages -delegate as much low level detail to underlying implementation as possible rather than burdening the programmer with complex control constructs.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 overviews logic engines and describes their basic operations and the interactor API that extends the same view to various other built-in predicates. Section 3 introduces Hubs -flexible synchronization devices that allow interoperation and coordination between threads. Section 4 describes a set of high-level multi-threading operations that ensure concurrent execution seen as a means to accelerate computations while keeping the semantics as close as possible to a declarative interpretation.
Sections 5 and 6 show that fundamental coordination patterns like Linda blackboards and publish/subscribe can be implemented cooperatively in terms of sequential operations on logic engines.
Finally, section 7 discusses related work and section 8 concludes the paper.
Logic engines as answer generators
Our Interactor API has evolved progressively into a practical Prolog implementation framework starting with [8] and continued with [10] and [9] . We summarize it here and refer to [9] for the details of a semantic description in terms of Horn Clause Logic of various engine operations. A logic engine is simply a language processor reflected through an API that allows its computations to be controlled interactively from another engine very much the same way a programmer controls Prolog's interactive toplevel loop: launch a new goal, ask for a new answer, interpret it, react to it.
A logic engine can be seen as an instance of the Prolog runtime system implementing LD-resolution [11] on a given clause database, together with a set of built-in operations. The command new_engine(AnswerPattern, Goal, Interactor) creates a new logic engine, uniquely identified by Interactor, which shares code with the currently running program and is initialized with Goal as its starting point. AnswerPattern is a term, usually a list of variables occurring in Goal, of which answers returned by the engine will be instances. Note however that new engine/3 acts like a typical constructor, no computations are performed at this point, except for initial allocation of data areas.
Iterating over computed answers
Note that our logic engines are seen, in an object oriented-style, as implementing the interface Interactor. This supports a uniform interaction mechanism with a variety of objects ranging from logic engines to file/socket streams and iterators over external data structures.
The ask interactor/2 operation is used to retrieve successive answers generated by an Interactor, on demand. It is also responsible for actually triggering computations in the engine. The query ask_interactor(Interactor, AnswerInstance) tries to harvest the answer computed from Goal, as an instance of AnswerPattern. If an answer is found, it is returned as the(AnswerInstance), otherwise the atom no is returned. Note that bindings are not propagated to the original Goal or AnswerPattern when ask interactor/2 retrieves an answer, i.e. AnswerInstance is obtained by first standardizing apart (renaming) the variables in Goal and AnswerPattern, and then backtracking over its alternative answers in a separate Prolog interpreter. Therefore, backtracking in the caller interpreter does not interfere with Interactor's iteration over answers. Backtracking over Interactor's creation point, as such, makes it unreachable and therefore subject to garbage collection. An interactor is stopped with the stop_interactor(Interactor) operation, that, in the case of logic engines, allows reclaiming resources held by the engine.
So far, these operations provide a minimal API, powerful enough to switch tasks cooperatively between an engine and its client and emulate key Prolog built-ins like if-then-else and findall [8] , as well as typical higher order operations like fold and best of [9] .
A yield/return operation
The following operations provide a "mixed-initiative" interaction mechanism, allowing more general data exchanges between an engine and its client.
First, like the yield return construct of C# and the yield operation of Ruby and Python, our return/1 operation return(Term) will save the state of the engine and transfer control and a result Term to its client. The client will receive a copy of Term simply by using its ask interactor/2 operation.
Note that an interactor returns control to its client either by calling return/1 or when a computed answer becomes available. By using a sequence of return and ask interactor operations, an engine can provide a stream of intermediate/final results to its client, without having to backtrack. This mechanism is powerful enough to implement a complete exception handling mechanism simply by defining throw(E) :-return(exception(E)).
When combined with a catch(Goal, Exception, OnException), on the client side, the client can decide, upon reading the exception with ask interactor/2, if it wants to handle it or to throw it to the next level.
Coroutining logic engines
Coroutining has been in use in Prolog systems mostly to implement constraint programming extensions. The typical mechanism involves attributed variables holding suspended goals that may be triggered by changes in the instantiation state of the variables. We discuss here a different form of coroutining, induced by the ability to switch back and forth between engines.
The operations described so far allow an engine to return answers from any point in its computation sequence. The next step is to enable an engine's client 3 to inject new goals (executable data) to an arbitrary inner context of an engine. Two new primitives are needed:
that is called by the client 4 to send data to an Engine, and from_engine(Data) that is called by the engine to receive a client's Data.
A typical use case for the Interactor API looks as follows:
1. the client creates and initializes a new engine 2. the client triggers a new computation in the engine, parameterized as follows:
(a) the client passes some data and a new goal to the engine and issues an ask interactor/2 operation that passes control to it (b) the engine starts a computation from its initial goal or the point where it has been suspended and runs (a copy of) the new goal received from its client (c) the engine returns (a copy of) the answer, then suspends and returns control to its client 3. the client interprets the answer and proceeds with its next computation step 4. the process is fully reentrant and the client may repeat it from an arbitrary point in its computation As a key difference with typical multi-threaded Prolog implementations like Ciao-Prolog [12] and SWI-Prolog [13] , our Interactor API is designed up front with a clear separation between engines and threads as we prefer to see them as orthogonal language constructs. To ensure that communication between logic engines running concurrently is safe and synchronized, we hide the engine handle and provide a producer/consumer data exchanger object, called a Hub, when multi-threading.
A Hub can be seen as an interactor used to synchronize threads. On the Prolog side it is introduced with a constructor hub/1 and works with the standard interactor API: ask_interactor(Hub, Term) tell_interactor(Hub, Term) stop_interactor(Hub)
On the Java side, each instance of the Hub class provides a synchronizer between M producers and N consumers. A Hub supports data exchanges through a private object port and it implements the Interactor interface. Consumers issue ask interactor/2 operations that correspond to tell interactor/2 operations issued by producers.
A group of related threads are created around a Hub that provides both basic synchronization and data exchange services. The built-in new_logic_thread(Hub, X, G, Clone, Source) creates a new thread by either "cloning" the current Prolog code and symbol spaces or by loading new Prolog code in a separate name space from a Source (typically a precompiled file or a stream). Usually a default constructor new_logic_thread(Hub, X, G) is used. It shares the code but it duplicates the symbol table to allow independent symbol creation and symbol garbage collection to occur safely in multiple threads without the need to synchronize or suspend thread execution.
High-level concurrency with higher-order constructs
Encapsulating concurrent execution patterns in high-level abstractions, when performance gains are the main reason for using multiple threads, avoids forcing a programmer to suddenly deal with complex procedural issues when working with (mostly) declarative constructs in a language like Prolog. It is also our experience that in an exclusively dynamically-typed language like Prolog this reduces software risks significantly.
One of the deficiencies of sequential or multi-threaded findall-like operations is that they might build large lists of answers unnecessarily. With inspiration drawn from combinators in functional languages, one can implement a more flexible multi-threaded fold operation instead.
The predicate multi fold(F, XGs, Xs) runs a list of goals XGs of the form Xs :-G and combines, with F, their answers, to accumulate them into a single final result, without building intermediate lists. The predicate multi fold relies on the predicate launch logic threads to run threads initiated by the goal list XGs. When launching the threads, we ensure that they share the same Hub for communication and synchronization. Once all threads are launched, we use the predicate fold thread results to collect results computed by various threads from Hub, and to combine them into a single result, while keeping track of the number of threads that have finished their work. A typical application is the predicate multi best(F, XGs, M), which runs a list of goals XGs of the form N :-G where N is instantiated to a numeric value. By using max/3 to combine the current best answers with a candidate one it extracts at the the maximum M of all answers computed (in an arbitrary order) by all threads. multi_best(XGs,R) :-multi_fold(max,XGs,R).
Note that, as in the case of its fold cousins in functional languages, multi fold can be used to emulate various other higher order predicates. For instance a findall-like predicate is emulated as the predicate multi all(XGs,Xs) which runs a list of goals XGs of the form Xs :-G and combines all answers to a list using list cons. A different pattern arises from combinatorial search algorithms where one wants to stop multiple threads as soon as a first solution is found. Things like restarts in SAT solvers and various Monte Carlo algorithms fit in this category.
For instance, the predicate multi first(K, XGs, Xs) runs each goal of the form Xs :-G on the list XGs, until the first K answers Xs are found (or fewer, if less then K answers exist).
It uses a very simple mechanism built into Lean Prolog's multi-threading API: when a Hub interactor is stopped, all threads associated to it are notified to terminate. In particular, searching for at most one solution is possible: multi_first(XGs,X) :-multi_first(1,XGs,[X]).
The multi first/3 and multi first/2 predicates provide an alternative to using CUT in Prolog as a means to limit search, while supporting a scalable mechanism for concurrent execution. Note also that multi first/3 it is more flexible than CUT as it can be used to limit the search to a window of K solutions. However, in contrast with CUT, the order in which these first solutions are found is arbitrary.
Agent coordination with cooperative Linda blackboards
The message passing style interaction shown in the previous sections between engines and their clients, can be easily generalized to associative communication through a unification based blackboard interface [14] . Exploring this concept in depth promises more flexible interaction patterns, as out of order operations become possible, matched by association patterns. An interesting question arises at this point. Can blackboard-based coordination be expressed directly in terms of engines, and as such, can it be seen as independent of a multi-threading API?
We have shown so far that when focusing on performance on multi-core architectures, multi-threading can be encapsulated in high-level constructs that provide its benefits without the need of a complex procedural API.
To support our claim that "concurrency for expressiveness" works quite naturally with coroutining logic engines we will describe here a cooperative implementation of Linda blackboards. In contrast to multi-threaded or multi-process implementations, it ensures atomicity "by design" for various operations. It is an example of concurrency for expressiveness that can be used orthogonally from concurrency for performance to coordinate cooperatively multiple logic engines within a single thread.
The predicate new coordinator(Db) uses a database parameter Db (a synthetic name, if given as a free variable, provided by db ensure bound) to store the state of the Linda blackboard 5 . The state of the blackboard is described by the dynamic predicates available/1, that keeps track of terms posted by out operations, waiting/2, that collects pending in operations waiting for matching terms, and running/1, that helps passing control from one engine to the next. The predicate new task initializes a new coroutining engine, driven by goal G.
We shall call such an engine "an agent" in the next paragraphs. When running the code, one can observe that explicit coroutining control exchanges between engines have been replaced by operations of the higher level Linda coordination protocol. This shows that "concurrency for expressiveness" in terms of the logic-enginesas-interactors API provides flexible building blocks for the encapsulation of nontrivial high-level concurrency patterns.
Coordinating publishers and subscribers
We will now describe a cooperative publish/subscribe mechanism that uses multiple dynamic databases and provides, as an interesting feature, associative search through the set of subscribed events.
The predicate publish(Channel,Content) initializes a Channel, implemented as a dynamic database together with a time stamping mechanism. publish(Channel,Content) :-increment_time_of('$publishing',Channel,T), db_assert(Channel,(Content :-published_at(T))).
Content is a fact to be added to the database, for which the user can (and should) provide indexing declarations to support scalable large volume associative search. The predicate init publishing(ContentIndexings) sets up indexing using list of ContentIndexings of the form pred(I1,I2,...In) where I1,I2...In can be 1 (indicating that an argument should be indexed) or 0.
In combination with multithreading, our own engine-based API bears similarities with various other Prolog systems, notably [12, 13] . Coroutining has also been present in logic languages to support constraint programming extensions requiring suspending and resuming execution based on changes of the binding state of variables. In contrast to these mechanisms that focus on transparent, fine-grained coroutining, our engine-based mechanisms are coarse-grained and programmer controlled. Our coroutining constructs can be seen, in this context, as focussed on expressing cooperative design patterns that typically involve the use of a procedural multi-threading API.
Finally, our multi findall and multi fold predicates have similarities with design patterns like ForkJoin [20] or MapReduce [21] coming from sharing a common inspiration source: higher-order constructs like map and fold in functional programming.
Conclusion
We have shown that by decoupling logic engines and threads, programming language constructs for coordination can be kept simple when their purpose is clear -multi-threading for performance is separated from concurrency for expressiveness. This is achieved via communication between independent language interpreters independent of the multi-threading API.
Our language constructs are particularly well-suited to take advantage of today's multi-core architectures where keeping busy a relatively small number of parallel execution units is all it takes to get predictable performance gains, while reducing the software risks coming from more complex concurrent execution mechanisms designed with massively parallel execution in mind.
The current version of LeanProlog containing the implementation of the constructs discussed in this paper, and related papers describing other aspects of the system are available at http://logic.cse.unt.edu/tarau/research/LeanProlog .
